The extra large operating radius of up to 48 m means that the machine rarely needs to be moved.

Great view for efficient port logistics.

Fast, powerful and sturdy: the MHL385 D is the ideal material handler for the diverse requirements of port logistics. The solid, extended 3.90 m MHL390 undercarriage distributes the weight evenly on the quayside. Despite its weight, the machine is extremely agile and reliable. Thanks to its perfectly stable base, it can handle loads of 4.4 t with the boom fully extended. The most impressive feature of the MHL385 D is its “port lift” cab, which allows direct access from ground level. The cab concept prevents accidents – especially in winter when access ladders can be icy.

Customer’s conclusion
“...We chose the MHL385 D because Terex® Fuchs provides top quality at an excellent price/performance ratio. We were also very interested in the specially designed port cab, as this means our drivers can now climb safely into the cab on the ground. Depending on site conditions, the cab can be positioned directly over the ship’s side. This makes it possible for the operator to gain an excellent view into the near side of the vessel, which translates into significantly higher handling rates. At a viewing level of 9.3 m, we can keep a constant eye on everything.”

Üllar Raad, Board Member, Esteve Terminal AS

www.terex-fuchs.com
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